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Abstract: The sensitive data leaks on computer systems poses a serious problems to organizational security. Old reports 

shows that the lack of proper encryption on files and communications due to human mistakes is one of the main causes of 

data loss. Organization need tools to identify the exposure of sensitive data by screening the content in storage and 

transmission to detect sensitive information have been stored or transmitted in the clear. However, detecting the sensitive 

information is challenging due to data transformation in the content. Transformations result is highly dramatically leak 

patterns. We are using some alignment techniques for detecting complicated data–leak patterns. Our algorithm is designed 

for preventing long sensitive data patterns. This prevention is paired between comparable sampling algorithm, that allows 

one to compare the between two separately sampled sequences. Our systems achieves best detection accuracy in recognizing 

transformed leaks. We implementing a sound change of our algorithms in graphics processing unit that results a high 

analyses is throughput. Our intention is to bring the high multi-threading scalability of the data leak detection method 

required through a commune. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data leakage is a term that have been used in the information security field to give the information about unwanted disclosures    of 

information. Unlike the traditional security threats from the outside, data leakage is mainly caused by the people who work in their 

organization though who may leak data to the outside unauthorized entities. So, traditional security measures i.e. firewalls, intrusion 

detection systems, anti-virus are no longer valid due to lack of understanding of data semantics. However, data leakage will going to 

happen from time to time, period to period and brings a serious damage continuously. To address the problem of data leakage detection 

(DLD), plenty of research work has been done with the use of hash fingerprinting, n-gram, statistical methods and so on. With them 

rapid development of Internet, many new communication technologies e.g., Device-to-Device technology have emerged. As a result, 

the volume of data grows dramatically and the forms of data becomes much complicated. This brings new challenge to DLD. 

Therefore, new DLD method is required with better tolerance of data transformation and higher efficiency to deal with the large 

amounts of unstructured data in long patterns. 

 

II. 1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM: 
Volume of data grows dramatically and the forms of data becomes much complicated. This brings new challenge to DLD. Therefore, 

new DLD method is required with better tolerance of data transformation and higher efficiency to deal with the large amounts of 

unstructured data in long patterns. 

 

III. DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM: 
The Data transformation is one of the real application scenarios and very complicated. As data transformation is lightly common in 

real situation, a large number of sensitive data may be leaked once the detection can’t tolerate the transformed data. Hence, how to 

better tolerate the data transformation is of vital importance for DLD. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 
The sensitive context weights in the form of node weights And edge weights are defined in the graph to improve the detection 

accuracy towards the transformed data. The context weight is able to quantify the sensitivity of the keywords adaptively based on the 

context around the keywords. The proposed solution aims to detect large amounts of newly generated, extensively transformed data 

accurately and efficiently. To better tolerate the long transformed data, we define an adaptive context weight mechanism to quantify 

the sensitivity of the keyword based on its context. The complex documents are further represented by weighted context graphs, 

containing both key terms and contextual information. 

 

ADVANTAGE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Advantages of Proposed System: AGW is proposed to handle extensively transformed data. We use the adaptive context weight 

mechanism to better preserve the information of key terms and their context,which can tolerate a large degree of data transformation. 

We also propose a low-complexity algorithm with a weight reward and penalty mechanism, to deal with the large amounts of data in 

big data scenario. Thus, AGW can improve the detection accuracy towards transformed data and has a low computational complexity. 
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Technique: Term Frequency Technique 
Term frequency–inverse document frequency it is a numeric measure that is used to score the importance of a word in a document 

based on how they did it appear in that document and more collection of documents. If a word appears again and again in a document, 

then it should be more important and we should give that word a highest score. But if a word appears in too many other documents, 

it’s probably not a same identifier, therefore so we should assign a lower score to that word. The math formula for this measure: 

 

tfidf(t,d,D)=tf(t,d)×idf(t,D)tfidf(t,d,D)=tf(t,d)×idf(t,D)Where t 
 

Denotes the terms; d denotes each document; D denotes then collection of documents. 

 

V. IN THIS DOCUMENTATION, WE ARE TAKING THIS FORMULA FOR USING 

four small documents to illustrate. 

Library(tm) 

Library (proxy) 

Library (dplyr) 

Doc<_c (”The rose is red.”” The rose is bright today.”) 

(“The rose in the flowers is bright”, “We can see the shining rose, the bright flowers.”) 

 

2.2 Technique: Pre-processing Technique 

 

Pre-processing is one of the data mining technique that involves the transforming raw data into an understandable format. Real-

world data is often not completed, inconsistented, or lacking in certain in there behaviors or trends, and it contain many errors. Data 

preprocessing is a known method of resolving such issues. it prepares raw data for future processing and also it is used database-

driven applications such as customer relationship management and rule-based applications (like neural networks). 

Data goes through a series of steps during pre-processing: 
1. Cleaning: Data is cleaned from the processes such as we are going to fill the missing values. 

2. Integration: Data with different representations are put together and conflicts within the data are resolved. 

3. Transformation: Data is normalized, aggregated and generalized. 

4. Reduction: This step aims to present a reduced representation of the data in a data warehouse. 

5. Discretization: Involves the reduction of a number of values of a continuous attribute by dividing the range of attribute intervals 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Presented a content inspection technique for detecting leaks of sensitive information in the content of files or network traffic. Our 

detection approach is based on aligning two sampled sequences for similarity comparison. Our experimental results suggest that our 

alignment method is useful for detecting multiple common data leak scenarios. The parallel versions of our prototype provide 

substantial speedup and indicate high scalability of our design. Future work is planned to explore data-movementtracking approaches 

for data leak prevention on a host. 
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